Abstract There are increasingly more computing problems requiring lengthy parallel computations. For those without access to current cluster or grid infrastructures, a recent and proven viable solution can be found with on-demand utility computing infrastructures, such as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2). A relevant class of such problems, Bagof-Tasks (BoT), can be easily deployed over such infrastructures (to run on pools of virtual computers), if provided with suitable software for host allocation. BoT problems are found in several and relevant scenarios such as image rendering and software testing.
Introduction
Grid and cluster infrastructures have become the epitome of computing/network architecture to address lengthy and heavy computational jobs. However, to take advantage of such an infrastructure, a user needs membership or institutional relationship with the organization, possibly virtual, controlling the computing resources. In this scenario, scientists or even home users lacking either the resources or the incentives (e.g., occasional needs) to take advantage of such infrastructures, are left without practical and viable options.
Another approach available to such users is provided by utility computing infrastructures such as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2). They provide basic mechanisms and interfaces for users to create virtual computers. 1 Thus, operating system, middleware, and job application code is left to be defined by users, frequently assembled in virtual appliances with associated system and disk images. With careful setup, clusters of such hosts can be easily created. The creation of such clusters is performed programmatically by means of an Application Programming Interface (API), with the allocation and management of the actual physical resources completely hidden from the user. Furthermore, allied to easy creation of hosts, utility computing infrastructures employ a simple subscription and payment model, with users required only to pay for the processing time used.
A particularly interesting type of computational jobs is the Bag-of-Tasks (BoT) which are found in several and relevant scenarios such as parallel image rendering, data analysis, and software testing, among others [6, 24, 25, 31] . Such jobs are CPU intensive and can be split into several tasks, each solving a different slice of the problem space, with no communication required among such tasks (unless to communicate the result obtained). Thus, this class of jobs can take advantage of hosts by running one (or more tasks) on each one.
To be both efficient and cost-effective, the software in charge of allocating hosts for a BoT job, has to be able to predict their number and instruct their creation to the utility computing infrastructure. Naturally, this number varies among jobs and data workloads; determining the optimal number of such hosts must take into account both the time necessary to complete the job, the time taken by each task to run, as well as the minimum time unit subject to payment.
It is important to note that, in such BoT problems, there is no prior knowledge of neither the total job processing time nor the time each task takes to complete. In addition, it is worthy to note that these situations occur often: for example, jobs such as ray tracing, SETI@home, software testing [6] , and many others.
For example, consider a software testing BoT job: Fig. 1 illustrates a "real-world" scenario running for a whole week (more details in Sect. 2). In this case (as is typical in software testing), there are several execution trees, each exploring a possible flow of the software being tested, that run in parallel on different hosts (each executed by a different task).
The characteristics of such execution trees are not known until they are actually executed [6] . Therefore, finding balanced partitions of such execution trees in advance (i.e., before running them) is undecidable. As a matter of fact, not only the subtree size is undecidable, but also the CPU and memory needed to execute it, is unknown a priori. This is the reason why the values presented in Fig. 1 do not present any pattern and show a large variation of the time taken by each task to execute (solid block lines represent the standard deviation of task executing times).
Therefore, current solutions, such as bin-packing algorithms [11] are not adequate to determine the number of hosts to allocate as they require knowing the time taken by all tasks in advance or, at least, of each task sequentially, for each job considered.
The optimal number of hosts for a BoT job allows to obtain the best speedup possible within a pre-defined budget. If the execution time of each task is much shorter than the minimum time unit charged (normally one hour), allocating as many computers as there are tasks, will produce a very low ratio between processing time used and charged. This stems from the fact that only a small fraction of each charged time unit is actually used to perform useful work. On the other hand, in this scenario, in which a large number of hosts is allocated, the maximum possible speedup will be obtained, but this may not be financially feasible (i.e., more money spent than the predefined budget).
Thus, there is a tradeoff between improving the speed-up obtained for a BoT job and lowering the cost of using several hosts to run its tasks. Obviously, deciding on this tradeoff, i.e., determining the appropriate number of hosts to use, within a given predefined budget and a known charge unit, is very simple if the time each task takes to complete is known beforehand (e.g., resorting to bin packing algorithms [11] ); if the execution time of each task is the same, it is even simpler. Small run-time adjustments make it possible to obtain good speedups while paying the minimum amount possible.
However, as previously mentioned, this tradeoff is specially difficult to decide in those situations where: -the expected execution time for each task is unknown beforehand or hard to predict, and -the unit of charge of virtual computers is much larger in comparison with the execution time that each task requires.
Therefore, our goal is to design a solution to this problem by providing the best possible speedup while respecting the predefined budget for a BoT. So, we present an algorithm and heuristics capable of dynamically allocating hosts for BoT jobs, maximizing speedups, while ensuring that the cost remains lower than a predefined budget.
For any BoT job, there are two values that define an interval within which lies the preferred number of hosts to use, considering the speedup obtained and the predefined budget:
-the minimum number of hosts to use; there is no advantage on using less than such a value given that the cost to be paid would not decrease accordingly; -the maximum number of hosts to use; there is no advantage on using more than such a value given that the speedup obtained would not increase accordingly.
Inside this interval, an increase on the number of hosts, with an associated increase on the cost, brings a speedup increase. For a particular BoT job, the lower limit of the interval is obtained dividing the total execution time of all the tasks by the charging unit. The upper limit of the interval is equal to the total number of tasks.
We are convinced that most users are willing to execute their BoT jobs with substantial speedups while within constrained predefined budgets, instead of paying for the maximum speedup possible. By varying the number of allocated hosts inside the previously mentioned interval, one can get higher or lower speedups, depending on the available budget, but guaranteeing that one gets the maximum performance that value could pay. Current solutions to the above mentioned problem consider users' estimates of task execution times. However, these are frequently incorrect [21] . In addition, it has been found that proneness to estimation error is higher with less knowledgeable users [18] . Note that such users are those that would benefit most from computing/network infrastructures such as those we are considering (e.g., researchers who are not computer scientists or engineers). If a user estimates fall below the actual task execution time needed, suitable runtime adjustments must be done. However, if estimates are above the tasks execution times required, more hosts than necessary will have been allocated already and no adjustment can be done at that moment (leading to spending more than the predefined budget).
Our solution is conceptually simple but effective: it is based on automatically predicting the execution time required by each task. Each time a task is completed, its execution time is used to recalculate the number of hosts that must be used in order to maximize the speedup while respecting the predefined budget. However, several difficulties arise:
-how to deal with the unpredictability and (run-time) variation of tasks execution time, -the impact of the ordering of task execution on the prediction of the number of hosts to allocate, -how to avoid overallocation of hosts in presence of increasingly long-running tasks, and -deciding if hosts should be kept on running tasks beyond the end of their current charge time unit.
These difficulties are handled by our algorithm and heuristics, thus providing an adequate solution to the problem previously stated, as demonstrated by the evaluation results obtained. A preliminary version of this work was initially presented earlier in [28] . In this paper, we describe real-life scenarios to frame and motivate our proposal, and provide extensive evaluation and analysis through the usage of both synthetic and realistic benchmarks.
The next section addresses the variability of task execution time, presenting a compelling practical example. Section 3 describes the algorithm and heuristics proposed. In Sect. 4, we evaluate our algorithm against traces of both realistic and synthetic workloads. Then we describe other solutions focusing on why they do not attain our goal while respecting the requirements previously presented. Finally, Sect. 6 presents some conclusions.
Variability of tasks execution time
As previously stated, we propose an algorithm and heuristics suitable for Bag-of-Tasks applications. We assume the number of tasks is on the order of hundreds (or more), requiring several hosts to process them all within an acceptable time interval.
To better illustrate the case of BoT jobs in which the expected execution time for each task is unknown a priori (i.e., before being fully executed), we present a "real-world" software testing scenario (mentioned in the previous section) 2 and two submissions for the Internet Ray Tracing Competition (http://www.irtc.org/). Figure 1 displays, for each task, the average execution time and standard deviation observed during a full week of a software product testing (the OutSystems platform). 3 The software being tested runs in two computers (hosting a total of 1,480 tasks on each day); from day N to day N + 1, We can observe the following: (i) the standard deviation of each task execution time may be rather large, (ii) there is no visible pattern that can be used to easily predict the execution time of any task, and (iii) from the set of tasks that have been executed in the past (either on the same day or on past ones) there is no easy way to predict the execution time of the next task (or tasks). 4 This confirms that the execution time of such tasks is hard to predict as the characteristics of the corresponding execution trees are not known until they are actually executed.
Regarding the two ray tracing BoT jobs, they have different levels of complexity (i.e., different number of geometric objects): one image has 2,567 objects and the other has 1,008 objects. To evaluate the task execution time patterns, we rendered the two images using POV-Ray [25] on a 3.2 GHz Pentium 4 PC. We measured how long each one of the 256 tasks run for each image (each task responsible for rendering a fraction of the image). Figure 2 presents, for both images, the time each task takes to render the fraction of the image assigned. The solid line shows the average task execution time, taking into account only those tasks that were executed up to that moment. In Fig. 2a , we can see that periodically some tasks take about 25 seconds to complete; in Fig. 2b , no periodicity is visible.
These two examples display different behaviors. In Fig. 2a , task execution average time increases slowly and, only when executing the last tasks, the average time reaches its final value. This is due to the fact that the last tasks have a more complex work to perform taking longer to execute. In Fig. 2b , the average value increases until the middle of the computation and then diminishes.
Other images or a different application exhibit a different evolution of the average task execution time. It is this kind of variations on temporal distribution of task completion times that is handled by our algorithm and heuristics (as explained in Sect. 3).
Another characteristic of BoT jobs is the amplitude of the variation of tasks executing time. In the examples presented, for the two images considered, this amplitude is about 9 and 7 minutes, respectively (i.e., several times higher than the average time); in other applications, this variation may be much smaller or bigger.
For completeness, similar findings to the ones regarding the BoT ray-tracing jobs could also be drawn regarding jobs comprising the exploration of unbalanced trees [24] , an activity known to defeat static scheduling approaches (such as bin-packing) and requiring continuous load-balancing, due to the highly variable nature of task execution times.
Algorithm
We propose an algorithm and heuristics that allow the definition of the number of hosts to allocate from a pool of computers, in order to obtain the maximum speedup possible while respecting a predefined budget.
If a user wants to pay the minimum possible, each allocated host should execute tasks during the whole duration of the minimum charging unit (one hour, for instance). If too many hosts are allocated, each one will have some idle time that will be charged anyway; if too few hosts are allocated, the job total execution time will increase, with no extra savings.
We present the algorithm in a sequence of steps, each improving a particular aspect until reaching the final solution. We start with a simple version of the algorithm that predicts the number of hosts to be allocated based on the average time taken to complete each task as well as on the charging time unit. This value (number of hosts to be allocated) is calculated every time a task completes. This is a simple approach, but as demonstrated in Sect. 4, it is effective when complemented with a set of other features. Thus, starting -order of the tasks execution (as it affects the calculated average task execution time), -preventing hosts overallocation (e.g., when the first tasks to be executed take a long time to complete), -minimizing the idle time of each host taking into account the unit of charging time, and handling long-running tasks (that may lead to bursts of overestimating the average task execution time).
Hosts allocation
In order to define how many hosts are needed, it is necessary to know how long a task will take to fully execute. We base our prediction of the time a task takes to execute on the execution time taken by previous tasks until that moment. So, after knowing the execution time of a few tasks that have completed, we estimate the number of hosts needed, while taking into account the charging time unit and how much the user is willing to pay. This a simple approach that is further refined as explained in the following sections. When a BoT job is to be executed, the algorithm works as follows. Initially, one host is allocated and starts executing randomly selected tasks. Note that tasks comprised in a BoT are by definition data-independent; the random selection of tasks is to defeat any bias that may exist on their execution time (more details in Sect. 3.2).
Whenever a task finishes, the time it took to execute is used to calculate a new value of the average task execution time. Then more hosts are gradually allocated, always taking into account the predefined budget. After allocating more hosts, the execution time of already executed tasks is used to calculate a new value of the average task execution time. Thus, at any instant, with every finished task, the newly calculated average task execution time is used to predict the number of hosts needed to conclude the job (while respecting the pre-defined budget taking into account the charging time unit). Figure 3 presents the pseudocode of the algorithm that calculates the number of hosts needed, in order to increase speedups while guaranteeing that charged time on the utility computing infrastructure is lower than the predefined budget. This pseudocode is executed whenever a task completes.
The code in lines 1-4 calculates the average task execution time based on the time taken by the tasks that have completed so far. This value will later be used to determine the number of hosts needed. In the following lines of code (lines 6-8), for each host, it is predicted how many tasks each one will be able to process until the end of its time charging unit (hostProcessingTime interval). Both the remaining time each host still has left, and task average execution time, are used in this prediction.
If the user wants to pay the minimum amount possible, every host should run tasks during all its charging unit time. So, hostProcessingTime (lines 10-11) has the same value as the infrastructure charged time unit (e.g., 60 minutes). Note that if the user is willing to pay twice the minimum possible, in a system where the charged time unit is 60 minutes, every host can be idle half of that time (thus, processing tasks only during 30 minutes).
The number of possibly processed tasks (possibleTasks, lines 6-8) is then used to find how many tasks cannot be executed by the current hosts (lines 10-11); this is done by dividing the prediction of the remaining tasks execution time by the hostProcessingTime. In other words, the average time previously calculated and the difference remainingTasks-possibleTasks are used to infer the number of additional hosts necessary. Note that the additional hosts are not created all at once. The number of additional hosts is corrected with the creationRatio factor, as described in Sect. 3.3.
Task selection criteria
It is important to note that, in the example illustrated in Fig. 2a , if the tasks were executed in the order shown, the algorithm described above could not produce good results (this is the bias we refer to in Sect. 3.1). This is due to the fact that the average time to process each task increases continuously and, only close to the last tasks, the final average is obtained. In this case, near the end of the job, new hosts would still be allocated, because the previously allocated hosts were not sufficient. However, the number of allocated hosts would be higher than the necessary because the last created ones would be idle after the end of the job. Thus, despite the high number of allocated hosts, the job would take longer than required to conclude because, only close to the end, when few tasks remained, some more hosts were added thus increasing the processing power available.
In Fig. 2b , we observe a different behavior. At a given instant, the average task execution time is higher than the final value. According to the algorithm previously described, at that moment, more hosts than necessary will be created. In this case, the speedups could be higher than expected but the price to pay would also be higher (possibly above the predefined budget).
The two above scenarios illustrate the problem with the algorithm as it is: if the real task execution average time differs significantly from the value that is calculated at each instant, too many or too few hosts may be allocated w.r.t. maximum speedup possible within a predefined budget. Thus, it is necessary to guarantee a good approximation of the above two values; in other words, the value that is calculated for the average task execution time should be equal to the real value since the beginning of the job, i.e., right after the first completed tasks.
For this, from the beginning, the tasks that are to be executed are randomly selected. By randomly selecting tasks, we avoid incurring into a bias on the tasks execution time prediction that could happen by virtue of some job locality (e.g., consecutive tasks having similar execution time). Such locality issues do not occur always but, from Fig. 1 , we can infer that this happens to some extent. Our solution contributes to make the average task execution time prediction to converge more rapidly.
The results presented in Fig. 4 were obtained for the image rendering BoT job described in Sect. 2 with 2,567 objects (see Fig. 2a ). Figure 4a shows the distribution of task execution time (observed experimentally), when tasks are selected randomly. We can observe that after the execution of 25 tasks, the average task execution time (based on the values observed) is close to the final value.
In Fig. 4b , we show the evolution of the predicted number of hosts to be allocated, according to the pseudocode shown in Fig. 3 ; we can observe that this value stabilizes rapidly (approximately after 25 tasks run to completion). However, even with a random task selection, if the execution times of the first tasks of a job to be executed are higher than the final average execution time, as observed in Fig. 4b , too many hosts will be initially created. In this case, when the first task finishes, and the pseudocode of Fig. 3 runs, the predicted number of hosts needed to efficiently execute the job is 23. This value is much higher than the final value (16); note that this final value is only calculated after all tasks complete. This problem of hosts overallocation is addressed in the next section.
Preventing overallocation
To solve the overallocation problem, we introduce the creationRatio factor. As the name suggests, the value controls the ratio at which new hosts are allocated. creationRatio value remains within the [0, 1] interval; a value close to 1 means that the number of new hosts to be allocated is equal to the value calculated according to the algorithm previously presented (see line 13 of pseudocode in Fig. 5 ). Note that in Fig. 5 , lines 12-16 are responsible for applying the creationRatio parameter to the calculated number of new hosts to be allocated (variable necessaryComputers). The value of creationRatio is updated whenever a task finishes (line 16).
Initially, i.e., when a job starts, this value is lower than 1 so that the number of initially created hosts is conservatively lower than the value based on the average processing time of the tasks that have completed so far. Later, as more tasks run to completion, and the average task execution time converges to the final value, creationRatio may also converge to 1. Thus, the value of the creationRatio factor grows as the confidence on the correctness of the average task execution time increases.
The value of increaseRatio (line 16 in Fig. 5 ) defines how fast creationRatio changes. Figure 6a shows how creationRatio varies for an initial value of 0.5 and several increaseRatio values. As expected, we observe that for higher values of increaseRatio the number of created hosts grows faster. In other words, w.r.t. the number of hosts to be allocated, the system behaves more aggressively for higher values of increaseRatio and more conservatively otherwise. Figure 6b shows, for the case of the image rendering BoT job already mentioned (with 2,567 objects), the effect of creationRatio when deciding how many new hosts to create at each moment. We can see the curve resulting from the code shown in Fig. 3 and the curve resulting from the added pseudocode shown in Fig. 5 (with both variables creationRatio and increaseRatio).
We can observe that, when the job starts, the first curve prediction for the number of hosts to be created is 23 (without the correction factors of creationRatio and increaseRatio). By applying a creationRatio of 0.4, the actual number of new allocated hosts is 9. After about 10 completed tasks, the value of creationRatio is 1 (resulting from the increaseRatio effect). From this point forward, the number of allocated hosts stabilizes close to the final (and optimal) value.
The value of creationRatio is used to guarantee that the first predicted number of new hosts to be allocated is not higher than necessary. As this value converges to 1, so does the value of the calculated average of task execution time converges to the final value.
The values of creationRatio and increaseRatio are, in fact, the means to heuristically control the behavior of the algorithm. In other words, they behave as an attenuation factor w.r.t. hosts creation. By setting the initial values of creationRatio and increaseRatio, it is possible for the user to decide if the algorithm has an aggressive behavior (i.e., speedup oriented) or follows a more conservative approach (i.e., savings oriented), by creating, in the beginning of the job, more or less hosts. The influence of the initial values of both creationRatio and increaseRatio is evaluated in Sect. 4.
Adjusting the average execution time
It is worthy to note that, if the algorithm relies only on information gathered when a task ends, and the first processed tasks take too long to complete, it takes a long time before new hosts are created. Thus, periodically, the average processing time of the executing tasks is calculated, as shown in the pseudocode shown in Fig. 7 .
This code is periodically executed (every 5 minutes) 5 on the job coordinator (the host responsible for the coordination of all hosts). As the coordinator holds all the information regarding every host creation times and all running tasks, no extra communication is needed.
This code takes into account the current execution time of the tasks running at that moment. Lines 1-4 in Fig. 7 calculate the average of the execution time of the currently running tasks (runningTasksAverageTime). If this value is greater than the average execution time of the previously finished tasks (line 10), the tasksAverageTime variable Fig. 7 Pseudocode that adjusts the average task execution time; it is executed periodically to take into account the case in which the first tasks to execute are long-running tasks is updated (lines 11-12 ). Then the number of new hosts to be created and their creation ratio is calculated as shown in the pseudocode of Figs. 3 and 5.
Host termination
In order to guarantee that the time each host is running is close to its minimum charging unit, so that wasted time is reduced, every host is terminated just before reaching the minimum charge time (usually one hour). Thus, a running task may be prematurely and abruptly terminated; in this case, that task will be restarted on another host. Obviously, this solution only works if all tasks execution time is much smaller than the charging unit. The following two cases must be considered: (i) the average task execution time is close or higher than the charging unit, and (ii) a long task starts on a host just before it shuts down.
The first case is easily tackled by instructing several hosts to execute multiples of the charging unit (thus, delaying their termination). This way, one host can solve several lengthy tasks, neither wasting idle cycles nor interrupting running tasks.
For a given job, from the number of tasks still pending, the number of hosts running and the average task execution time, the coordinator (the host where tasks are launched from) must decide which host should continue executing after the charged time unit has elapsed, and for how long. All calculations presented so far remain valid. Note that the only value that depends on a host charging time is the number of tasks that it can execute (line 8 on Fig. 3) ; this value is calculated taking into account the time interval a host will be running a job's tasks.
Deciding if a host should be shut down must take into account the following: knowing if the task running on that host should be allowed to terminate or not. When dealing with this issue, it should be taken into account the average task execution time and for how long that particular task has been running. If the task has been running for a short period of time, no harm comes from restarting it later on another host. If the task's running time surpassed the average task running time, probably it should be allowed to terminate normally. In this case, the user would pay for more execution time, and use the remaining of the host charging time slice to execute other tasks.
Note that once a task is successfully finished, if the remaining of the charging time slice is not significantly greater than the average task completion time, the chances of being able to take advantage of this remaining time to complete yet another task are very slim. Nonetheless, no harm comes from starting the execution of a task that either concludes in the available time, or that is terminated and restarted later. This stems from the fact that the whole of the time unit (e.g., an hour) has already been charged; so it always pays off attempting to execute a new task in the remaining time, even if there is low probability of it being able to complete. Either solution is still better than wasting the remaining time. Of course, in more aggressive scenarios, allocating a new host for such tasks promotes their earlier completion (and helps to achieve better speedups).
Handling long-running tasks
Besides the issue of host termination mentioned above, long running tasks raise additional concerns when defining how many hosts to create. As a matter of fact, if too many hosts are created for a BoT job (e.g., the extreme case in which one host is created for each task), hosts running tasks that take less time to complete (when compared to the longest one) will have longer idle times.
To tackle this, after calculating the number of new hosts to be created (i.e., after running the pseudocode shown in Figs. 3 and 5) , we perform an additional step: decide if the just calculated number of new hosts will be effectively created or not. As a result, from this step, no additional hosts may be created. This decision, for a BoT job, is based on the ratio between the total number of tasks of the job and the resulting number of hosts (taking into account the calculated value for new ones to be created).
In more detail, the heuristic is the following: if the resulting new total number of hosts (taking into account the calculated value of new ones) is greater than half the total number Fig. 8 Tasks processing time distribution for three BoT jobs: (a) real image rendering with 2,567 objects (already described in Sect. 2), (b) synthetic job set whose tasks processing times have a normal distribution, (c) OutSystems software testing scenario of tasks, no new hosts are created in fact. Thus, instead of creating more hosts, the running time of the current ones is increased, guaranteeing that the already allocated hosts will execute (at least) twice the charging unit.
This additional adaptation step is continuously applied; it increases the hosts running time when observing that the running time still available (within a charging unit) is not enough for task completion.
Evaluation
To evaluate the algorithm and the heuristics described in the previous section, we use three different representative examples of BoT jobs: (i) traces of a real image rendering job with 2,567 geometric objects (already mentioned in Sect. 2), (ii) a synthetic job with a set of tasks whose processing times have a normal distribution, and (iii) the OutSystems software testing job (mentioned in Sect. 2). Figure 8 shows the tasks execution time distribution for these three jobs, i.e., for all the tasks of the corresponding BoT job, the number of tasks that take the same time to complete (note the logarithmic scale in the last one). Obviously, these numbers are known only after a job completes.
For these three jobs, we present several results evaluating the effectiveness of the algorithm and heuristics previously described. In particular, we present the impact of both creationRatio and increaseRatio on predicting the number of hosts to be created; we also compare this number with the optimal number of hosts that would be created (only possible to find once a job finishes).
In this evaluation, we tested our algorithm and heuristics against 200 different ordering of tasks execution scenarios (generated randomly). The image rendering job has 256 tasks (illustrated in Fig. 8a ), with an average task execution time of 220 seconds and standard deviation of 125 seconds. Regarding the synthetic job (illustrated in Fig. 8b) , it has 256 tasks, the average task execution time is 150 seconds with a standard deviation of 30 seconds. The OutSystems job (Fig. 8c) is composed of 1,480 tasks, where half of the tasks have an execution time lower than 30 seconds, and the average execution time is 1 minute. There are few long running tasks with execution times longer than 15 minutes.
For all experiments, the first 5 minutes are spent on creating the virtual machine and launching the operating system and the necessary middleware. This delay renders the usable execution time unit to only 55 minutes (instead of a full 1 h slice); these values are later considered by the heuristic and when making the calculation of the optimal number of hosts.
These tests allow us to evaluate the behavior of the algorithm and heuristics with jobs comprised of many tasks whose duration is variable, not known in advance and with multiple distributions. The algorithm and heuristics were coded in Python [26] , and simulated using the SimPy [29] discrete-event simulator.
Impact of creationRatio and increaseRatio
Figures 9 to 11 show the total time to complete the jobs previously mentioned and the number of created hosts, for different values of creationRatio and increaseRatio. Globally, from these graphics, we observe that the algorithm and heuristics previously presented, with a suitable selection of creationRatio and increaseRatio parameters, can predict the number of hosts to create with a difference between 20% (image rendering) and 35% (OutSystems software testing) w.r.t. the optimal number (18, 12, and 29 indicated by the dashed lines in the allocated hosts graphics in Figs. 9, 10, and 11, respectively) . Note that the optimal number of hosts for a job is obtained as follows: 6 number_of _tasks * average_task_execution_time charging_time_unit . It is worthy to note that the above mentioned optimal number of allocated hosts are lower bound values. In order to attain the expected execution times with these number of hosts, it is necessary to schedule all the tasks of each job in such a way that no host has any idle time.
From Figs. 9 and 10 we also see that with a creationRatio of 1, the standard deviation (solid vertical lines) of both the total job execution time and the number of allocated hosts is higher. As the execution times of the first tasks is used without any correction, these initial values have great impact on the number of allocated hosts. In this case, it is highly probable that the cost of using the number of created hosts exceeds the user's predefined budget. The reason for that lies in the fact that during job execution, any variation on the average task execution time (and consequent calculated average time) makes the number of created hosts to change rapidly. In other words, the algorithm and heuristics respond very rapidly to modifications of the average task execution time. Therefore, a value of creationRatio lower than 1 is needed to attenuate the influence of such task execution time variations.
However, note that choosing a too low initial value for creationRatio does not yield good results either: only after too many tasks run to completion, enough hosts are effectively created to run the job's tasks.
In the case of the OutSystems job (Fig. 11) , as the majority of the tasks are short termed, it is highly probable that the initial tasks belong to that group. In this case, the creationRatio increases rapidly, not being possible to observe a distinct difference between the various combinations of both ratios: creationRatio and increaseRatio.
The influence of increaseRatio can be easily observed if an initial creationRatio of 0 is used: higher values of increaseRatio reduce the total job execution time while increasing the number of created hosts as well as the standard deviation of both the total job execution time and number of allocated hosts. When using a higher initial creationRatio value, these observations are not so evident but are still present. Thus, the user must decide the values for these two variables according to a more conservative or aggressive posture as described in the next section.
Speedup and allocated hosts
To evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm and heuristics, we need to observe how the speedup evolves with the number of allocated hosts for distinct values of creationRatio and increaseRatio. For the two jobs already mentioned (image rendering and normal distribution of tasks execution time), Fig. 12 presents the speedup obtained for a varying number of allocated hosts with two different values of creationRatio and increaseRatio. For reasons explained later in this section, w.r.t. the ratio at which new hosts are created, we observe that: When the value of both creationRatio and increaseRatio is 0.5, the system behaves conservatively; when these values are both 0.75, the exhibited behavior is more aggressive.
In both scenarios, conservative and aggressive, the number of created hosts and the speedup do not coincide, but are close. Variations are usually contained within a [46%-61%] interval (see Fig.12 ); this demonstrates that an aggressive approach does not allocate too many resources, while offering faster execution for a premium.
For example, both conservative and aggressive executions using 13 hosts offer a speedup between 9 and 10. The difference between these values is due to the delay between the start of the job and the final prediction of the exact average task execution time. As this value is found later, i.e., during the job execution, at ulterior instances more hosts need to be allocated to help in reducing the total processing time. In this example, the efficiency of the heuristic is about 70% (speedup is 9 for 13 allocated hosts); note that 90% is the possible maximal efficiency taking into account that the charging time unit is only 55 minutes.
It is noticeable that for the same amount of allocated hosts better speedups are attained with an aggressive behavior. This is due to the fact that higher values are calculated earlier with the aggressive behavior.
Another difference between the conservative and aggressive behaviors is the total number of allocated hosts. When comparing the conservative and the aggressive behaviors, we observe that the first holds a number of created hosts that lies in a narrower interval. The aggressive behavior leads to more hosts being created. In some cases, with an aggressive selection of creationRatio and increaseRatio, the number of created hosts may be close to twice the minimum number of hosts that would deliver an optimal cost per processing time. The minimum number of allocated hosts and speedup are the same for both behaviors. In all cases, an increase on the number of allocated hosts, and cost, is in par with an increase in the speedup obtained.
In conclusion, the user can vary the values of creationRatio and increaseRatio between 0.5 and 0.75, obtaining different variations on the number of created hosts (and charged values), but always with efficiencies higher than 50%.
This difference between the number of allocated hosts and the speedups has two reasons: some hosts are allocated close to the completion of the job, leading to an excess of wasted processing time, or the heuristic maintains them running leading to the charging of an additional charging unit.
Host termination
As mentioned in Sect. 3.5, a running task may be abruptly interrupted when its host is shut down (just before reaching the minimum charge time). Table 1 shows how many tasks stop executing in such circumstances, i.e., when the corresponding host reaches the limit of the execution charging unit (this happens if the task was running for more than the previously calculated average execution time).
We observe that the number of hosts running tasks for more than one charging time unit (Continued tasks/hosts) is significant in the case of the image rendering and the OutSystems jobs: 15% and 20% (3/19 and 8/38), respectively. Since these hosts continue executing (near the completion of the job), their second execution period is mostly wasted. Nonetheless, this feature (not termination of a host) is necessary due to jobs with long running tasks.
Long-running tasks
To evaluate how our algorithm and heuristics handle jobs with long-running tasks, we used a BoT (synthetic) job simulation with a normal distribution of the tasks execution time. We used 200 different ordering of tasks execution scenarios (generated randomly), for 256 tasks with an average task execution time of 1.5 hours and standard deviation of 20 minutes. Table 2 presents the results for five different job executions: three simulations each with 100, 50 and 1 initial hosts, and two extreme cases (optimal and 1 host per task). The second line corresponds to the optimal case scenario, where the job runs for the minimum amount of time with a minimum budget. Obviously, this gives us the maximum possible speedup and the minimum possible cost. The third line (1 host per task) represents the case where initially one host is created for each task. In this case, the speedup is the best we can obtain, but the cost is the highest, as the hosts responsible for executing the shortest tasks remain idle after finishing their tasks.
The next two lines in Table 2 show the results of the simulation of our algorithm and heuristics, using the long tasks handling mechanism presented in Sect. 3.6, with different numbers of initially created hosts (100 and 50 hosts).
It is worthy to note that the mechanism for handling longrunning tasks is very lightweight; however, the results obtained are encouraging: when compared to the optimal scenario (second line of Table 2 ) the speedup remains high, with the cost being lower than the maximum possible. When using 100 initial hosts, with our algorithm and heuristics, the difference w.r.t. the optimal case is less than 1.5 hours of wall time (2.43 hours and 3.70 hours) for a job that pays for 385 hours.
Related work
The allocation of hosts to run BoT jobs solving CPU intensive problems, while taking into account the available resources, is a fundamental problem in order to optimize execution time, usage of existing infrastructures and a predefined budget. In this context, scheduling algorithms and related heuristics aim at ensuring that requests are handled with a specified quality of service, and the usage of underlying resources is optimized.
Typically, MPI [20] applications require a fixed predetermined number of hosts to cooperate (in order to solve a BoT job); this simplifies the scheduling algorithms (when compared to other scenarios). In gang scheduling, only one task is executing on each allocated host, while in coscheduling different tasks execute simultaneously on a host. Some hybrid techniques such as presented by Bouteiller et al. [5] try to conciliate the best of the these approaches.
Accessing grid infrastructures usually requires the user to define the characteristics of the tasks to execute. These characteristics are then used as requirements to select the best hosts to execute each task, how many hosts are needed, their architecture, the operating system and the maximum duration of each task. In order to reduce the timespan of tasks running in parallel, grid schedulers employ heuristics that try to take into account the expected task duration as well as the speed and availability of the selected hosts [9] .
The family of algorithms addressing the bin-packing (and related knapsack) problem [11] (including one-dimensional, two-dimensional, three-dimensional and multi-dimensional variants) is a very popular approach to perform resource allocation (traditionally: space, area, volume, cost, weight in freighting trucks, storage areas, or disk usage and process scheduling), when it is known beforehand both the required resources for each item (i.e., its size, area, weight, cost, file/block size, CPU slot required) and the available resources in each packing unit (e.g., total space and weight capacity, budget, disk sizes, processor time slices). With both these variables known, bin-packing, which is known to be NP-hard, in its several alternative strategies (first-fit, firstfit-decreasing, next-fit-decreasing, etc.), can produce a mix of optimality (resource usage) and efficiency (time to determine the distribution of items across bins).
However, bin-packing usually requires a priori knowledge regarding the resource requirements of all the individual items' size (e.g., its size, weight, cost, and most relevant in our case, execution time) to achieve this optimality, usually to perform some form of preliminary sorting. As described in Sect. 2 that is clearly not the case with scheduling real word BoT jobs. Not even a less restrictive version of bin-packing, online bin-packing [12] (that requires knowledge of each item's size, only when it is next in line to be packed, being more efficient but less optimal), would suit our scenario. Therefore, we need an approach based on an algorithm and heuristics that do not require a priori knowledge of each task's execution time but, are nonetheless, able to draw information from the tasks already executed and adapt the scheduling strategy accordingly.
Current cycle-sharing systems, such as BOINC [3] , use a greedy approach to allocate hosts to tasks: all available hosts are used to solve part of a job. BOINC clients participate on the selection of tasks to be executed [2] . The BOINC client is responsible for guaranteeing an even distribution of work among different projects for which the user is donating processing cycles. The user states how much of his computer idle time to give to the different projects. Once a task is completed, and there is still idle time to use, the BOINC client contacts different servers to retrieve more tasks to execute. Some improvements have been made in the algorithms, such as in CCOF [32] , in order to take into account the processing characteristics (among others) of the hosts to be used. Transparent Allocation Strategy [22] allows the allocation of hosts taking into account the number of requested processors (p) and the duration (tr) of each task. Small values of p and tr allow a better fit of the requests to the processing resources available, while larger values of tr accommodates a wider range of tasks. When hosts that were being used to execute the tasks of the BoT are needed to run higher priority jobs, tasks allocated using Transparent Allocation Strategy are killed to free resources. Later, these tasks can be restarted on other available hosts.
The correct prediction of the above mentioned p and tr values lead to another strategy being proposed: The Explicit Allocation Strategy [27] presents an adaptive heuristic allowing, during the execution of the BoT, the definition of both p and tr for each request, using information gathered by a space-shared resource scheduler. This heuristic takes into account free time slots available on (the cluster of) hosts and the estimated task duration time to request a certain number of hosts. If the tasks included in such a request are successfully executed, the execution time of the longest task will be used in subsequent requests; if the requested time is not enough, the estimated task execution time will be multiplied by an integer factor. Even though some prediction is performed w.r.t. task execution time, this solution tries neither to obtain average task execution times, nor to reduce the unused idle time by the requests.
Existing utility computing infrastructures (e.g. Amazon EC2 [1] , Enomalism [13] , or Eucalyptus [23] ) provide means for the management of pools of computers, via deployment and execution of virtual machines. Such virtual machines are created from disk images containing an operating system and the needed applications. Images are provided by the users, employing an API to launch and terminate the various instances of such hosts.
In current available utility computing infrastructures, resource allocation and scheduling details are taken care at a low level. Thus, when a user creates a virtual machine, the software is responsible for assigning a physical computer that can deliver the contracted quality of service. There is no need for the user to know the total execution time for each virtual machine beforehand, as it is only used, after termination, to calculate the amount to charge. Furthermore, in commercial infrastructures, the charged time unit is large, usually one hour, which requires guarantees that machines are idle for a minimum amount of time.
The notion of computing clouds [15] providing virtual clusters has emerged as a natural step for designers of Grid infrastructures. In [16] , a number of previously configured Xen [4] -based virtual machines, communicating via MPI, together with information regarding resource (CPU, memory) description and management, are considered as an aggregate virtual workspace. Complete aggregate workspaces are the basic unit of scheduling. Workspace deployment resorts to Globus Toolkit services when enough resources are available to schedule a given workspace.
In the lease management architecture Haizea [30] , the basic unit of scheduling are individual virtual machine (VM) instances and their usage is compared against grid-based scheduling for both performance, overhead, flexibility, and overall system utilization. VMs technology allows task deployment, activation and suspension. Resource management revolves also around VM instances that may be subject to leasing (best-effort approach subject to preemption) or advance reservation (with timing guarantees). The study shows that, despite the inherent overhead of virtualization technology w.r.t. native execution, the ability to suspend VMs allows better overall performance (shorter total execution time and job delays) and system utilization, when compared to Grid-based schedulers without preemption. In the case of preemptive Grid schedulers, performance is only slightly worse compensated by greater flexibility and portability (neither need to modify OS, nor code targeting checkpointing libraries).
Computing clouds have become more and more used to solve e-science problems, such as scheduling workflows of astronomy applications [17] comprised of large numbers of small tasks. This approach was compared, with encouraging results regarding virtual clusters, in different environments: combinations of virtual machines and virtual clusters deployed on the Nimbus science cloud vs. a single local machine and a local Grid-based cluster. In Hill's work [14] , the calculations of MPI-driven ocean climate models are performed on Amazon EC2 using 12 processes, each one running on a virtual machine inside a virtual cluster. They study the cost-effectiveness of the two main classes of architectures provided by EC2 w.r.t. this type of applications (m1-standard, i.e., single-core and c1-high-cpu, i.e., multicore virtual Opteron/Xeon processors). They have similar price-performance ratio even though the claims of almost five-fold performance increase in c1-high-cpu are not met experimentally. The authors conclude that it is feasible to run such applications on EC2, despite significant overhead penalties regarding bandwidth and latency of memory and I/O. A virtual cluster created on-demand can perform on par with low-cost cluster systems, but comparatively with highend supercomputers, performance is much lower.
Job scheduling can also be driven by utility functions following an economic or market-driven model [7, 8, 10, 19] . These systems employ an utility function to analytically optimize system throughput while fulfilling user requirements. They can also make use of pricing models that are auctionbased to achieve supply-demand equilibrium.
In summary, taking into account existing solutions (as described above) we can say that current scheduling approaches, regardlessly of targeting cluster, grid, or cloud computing scenarios, do not provide a satisfactory solution to our goal: optimizing the number of hosts to allocate (in such utility computing infrastructures) taking into account a predefined budget. Most of the current solutions do not take into account hard currency paid for the computing power used, and some of them even apply a totally counterproductive greedy approach when allocating virtual computers. They are mostly job-oriented and not task-oriented, which is more fine-grained. They assume the ability to preempt jobs or to suspend virtual machines, in order to uphold reservations; in utility computing infrastructures, processing time is paid by the hour and the software must take the most of it, actually executing tasks, not suspending their execution which will not bring any savings. Finally, such approaches consider only a fixed (pre-configured or precalculated) number of participating hosts, unable to dynamically adapt the computing power engaged. This is rather inflexible and, therefore, unsuitable for many problems where task completion times are variable and unknown beforehand.
Conclusion
With utility computing infrastructures, hosts can be easily created on demand to execute jobs comprised of independent tasks. Only after the completion of all tasks, the user will be charged for the time each host ran.
The algorithm and heuristics presented in this paper efficiently determine the number of hosts to allocate on such a computing infrastructure, when used to solve Bag-of-Tasks jobs, whose tasks execution times are not known before their execution.
For jobs with short termed tasks, the results show that our algorithm and heuristics determines the number of hosts needed to guarantee that the charged time is close to the desired value. The number of allocated hosts is close to the value that would be found if the user knew for how long each task would execute; the speedup accomplished is close to the number of allocated hosts, therefore, achieving costefficiency.
Furthermore, our algorithm and heuristics can provide distinct parameterizable behaviors: (i) a conservative one, where the charged values are lower, and (ii) a more aggressive one, where the speedups are higher, with a proportional increase on the cost. The user can select within the spectrum of these two behaviors, by varying both the creationRatio and the increaseRatio parameter. This enables either reducing the charged time (with longer job processing time) or reducing the job processing time with an increase in cost.
The algorithm and heuristics are also able to handle jobs with long-running tasks. The speedups obtained remain high, while guaranteeing a lower cost when compared to a case in which one host per task is allocated.
Finally, if the user has some hint on the task execution times, this information can be used to launch several hosts when the job starts. The number of initially launched hosts should also be corrected with the creationRatio, to avoid the allocation of too many.
In the future, we intend to further study the task execution time distributions of other jobs, and design a formal model for hosts creation overshooting (i.e., bursts of hosts creation) for users willing to pay more for higher speedups without compromising cost-efficiency.
